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Abstract: The repeat acquisition of high-resolution snow depth measurements has important 

research and civil applications in the Arctic. Currently the surveying methods for capturing the 

high spatial and temporal variability of the snowpack are expensive, in particular for small areal 

extents. An alternative methodology based on Unmanned Aerial Systems (UASs) and digital 

photogrammetry was tested over varying surveying conditions in the Arctic employing two 

diverse and low-cost UAS-camera combinations (500 and 1700 USD, respectively). Six areas, two in 

Svalbard and four in Greenland, were mapped covering from 1386 to 38,410 m2. The sites presented 

diverse snow surface types, underlying topography and light conditions in order to test the method 

under potentially limiting conditions. The resulting snow depth maps achieved spatial resolutions 

between 0.06 and 0.09 m. The average difference between UAS-estimated and measured snow 

depth, checked with conventional snow probing, ranged from 0.015 to 0.16 m. The impact of image 

pre-processing was explored, improving point cloud density and accuracy for different image 

qualities and snow/light conditions. Our UAS photogrammetry results are expected to be scalable 

to larger areal extents. While further validation is needed, with the inclusion of extra validation 

points, the study showcases the potential of this cost-effective methodology for high-resolution 

monitoring of snow dynamics in the Arctic and beyond. 

Keywords: snow; snow mapping; snow depth; Arctic; remote sensing; UAS; digital 

photogrammetry; Structure from Motion 

 

1. Introduction 

In Arctic regions, the spatiotemporal variability of the snowpack plays a critical role in local 

climate, hydrological and ecological systems [1,2]. Accurate, spatially resolved estimations of snow 

depth over scales of a few meters to landscapes covering several thousands of m2 are valuable for an 

array of applications ranging from environmental research to civil purposes. 

Specific examples include (i) the detection of snow depth variability across small-scale 

landscape topography required in terrestrial ecosystems research [1,3,4], (ii) the monitoring and 
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diagnosis of permafrost conditions [5,6], (iii) development of numerical models and retrieval 

algorithms for remote sensing of sea-ice properties and ecosystem research [7,8], and (iv) generation 

of local snow depth distribution predictive models and for their validation [9–11]. Finally, for civil 

engineering applications, information on the small-scale evolution of the snowpack is useful for 

avalanche prediction [12,13] and snow drift modeling around buildings [14]. 

Accurate and spatially continuous measurements of snow depth are challenging due to the 

high spatial and temporal variability at different spatial scales [11,15]. Increased variability is also 

characteristic of observing snow depth at finer mapping scales and for shallower areas. In the Arctic, 

seasonal snow cover is present for most of the year due to the low temperature and shorter melting 

season. Strong winds and scarce snowfall produce a snow cover that is typically quite shallow and 

much more variable in space (about 30–40 cm except in drifts and gullies) and time (hourly and 

daily) [16] compared to thicker alpine snowpack. 

Capturing this variability, particularly under complex underlying topographies, requires easily 

repeatable and increased resolution estimates [1,11,17]. 

Various techniques have been developed over the last century to monitor snow depth, each one 

presenting a characteristic set of advantages and limitations. Point or line measurements of snow 

depth using probing or ground penetrating radar both give spatially incomplete measurements, 

cannot be automated, cannot be used in steep slopes or avalanche/hazard risk zones, and are not 

suitable for the characterization of decimeter-scale variability beyond plot scale [18]. 

Snow pillows or sonic rangers are fully automated but give point measurements with 

questionable representativeness [19,20]. Outside the range of satellite remote sensing products that 

are aimed at large regional and catchment wise applications, airborne or terrestrial Light Detection 

and Ranging (LiDAR) is the most advanced technique. LiDAR is capable of accurately mapping 

continuous swaths of snow depth for large areal extents and at high spatial resolutions depending 

on the approach taken, e.g., aerial or terrestrial [18,21]. However, if small areas are to be surveyed, 

airborne LiDAR techniques come at relatively high cost, and require specific equipment and a 

certain level of expertise both in the survey and data processing phase. This makes them of limited 

use considering the wide, logistically limiting, and sparsely populated Arctic. 

In this context, this work aims to assess a procedure combining Unmanned Aerial Systems 

(UASs) with Structure from Motion (SfM) digital photogrammetry, as a cost- and labor-efficient 

technique capable of capturing the spatial distribution of snow depth for a range of different Arctic 

surveying conditions. 

SfM is capable of reconstructing 3D models of topography from a set of overlapping pictures 

acquired with consumer grade digital cameras [22,23]. The 3D models can then be georeferenced 

using a set of Ground Control Points (GCPs) with known geographic positions producing a Digital 

Elevation Model (DEM) [24]. If digital cameras are equipped on aerial platforms such as manned or 

Unmanned Aerial Systems (UASs), considerable areal extents can then be covered at a reduced 

effort, making it an effective tool from a geosciences perspective [24,25]. 

Recent studies have shown the potential of UAS-borne SfM for snow mapping [26–29]. The 

method consists of the subtraction of an underlying topography DEM (TDEM) from its SfM-generated 

snow surface cover DEMs (SDEMs). Snow surface reconstruction with SfM is, however, considered 

problematic due to the lack of texture (lack of image contrast) in the acquired photographs, which 

hampers the algorithm’s ability to feature-track, identify, and match pictures [23,24,30]. As image 

texture is heavily influenced by the snow surface type (e.g., fresh, wind-packed, etc.), more 

investigation is required to assess the impact of snow’s physical properties on SDEM reconstructions 

[26,28]. In addition, light (luminance) is also very important for the SfM workflow as it enhances the 

ability to discriminate fine detail by augmenting image contrast [31]. Light availability consequently 

affects the ability of the method to perform over a range of sky conditions (e.g., flat lighting due to 

overcast sky) and requires further testing [28,29]. Beyond the need to test the methodology under 

different surveying conditions, considerable improvements can be made with sensor choice 

(resolution, payload weight, and cost trade-offs) and workflow optimization (e.g., in image 
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acquisition and pre-processing) [26]. These are particularly important at high latitudes where there 

are reduced operational windows and high logistical costs. 

The aim of this study was to assess the feasibility of UAS-SfM for capturing Arctic snow depth 

variability at high resolutions and for a set of the aforementioned challenging scenarios. 

Tests were conducted using two different budget UAS-camera solutions (<1700 USD) deployed 

at two sites near Longyearbyen, Svalbard and at four sites near Sisimiut, West Greenland.  

Multiple sites suited the overall objective of investigating the applicability of this method under 

a range of different mapping scenarios that are suspected to be detrimental for its performance and 

require further scientific effort. These include diverse snow surface types, light availability, and 

underlying topography complexity. Multiple payloads suited the aim of further optimizing the 

method from a procedural and cost perspective. 

The specific objectives can be summarized as follows: 

(1) Investigating improved workflow solutions in the image pre-processing phase aiming to boost 

SfM reconstruction performances and correct systematic errors. 

(2) Assessing the effect of lighting conditions, snow surface type, and camera equipment on the 

SDEM generation process. This includes investigating the achievable spatial resolutions for 

each case with the tested equipment. 

(3) Evaluating the overall feasibility and performance of the proposed low-cost method to capture 

snow depth variability for different underlying topographies. This is done by a comparison of 

the snow depth estimates with traditional snow probing and over snow-free areas.  

The study concludes with a discussion of these relatively low-cost set-ups as an efficient 

alternative to track the high spatial variability of snow depth over contained areal extents in the 

challenging Arctic environment. 

2. Study Areas and Survey Conditions 

Six assorted snow-covered areas were mapped to produce SDEMs during late-winter 

conditions in April 2015. The surveyed areas differed in terms of snow surface pattern type, light 

conditions, and underlying topography complexity. The areas were resurveyed in July 2015 during 

summer conditions to provide TDEMs. The geographical location of the sites is shown in Figure 1, 

with conditions at each site summarized in Table 1. Snow surface type, luminance conditions, and 

topography complexity were qualitatively defined during all surveys (examples shown in Figure 2a–e). 

2.1. Svalbard Areas 

Two of the study sites were located in Breinosa, approximately 12 km east of Longyearbyen, 

Svalbard (Sval1 and Sval2, Figure 1). Their snowpack consisted of compacted wind-blown snow 

with small sastrugis features that were 1 to 10 cm wide (Figure 2b). No additional snowfall was 

recorded on the days prior to the survey date. The Sval1 terrain site is relatively flat but presented 

well-defined bumps that accumulated drifting snow on its lee side, producing a complex and 

irregular snowpack (Figure 2b). The Sval1 terrain was located near an artificial lake and consisted of 

bare soil and rock debris. The smaller site of Sval2 consisted of a steep north-facing slope next to a 

terrain vehicle road. Again, the terrain beneath the snowpack mainly consisted of bare soil and rock 

debris. Light conditions for both Sval1 and Sval2 surveys had consistent cloud cover, producing a 

flat and low light scenario (Figure 2a–c). 

2.2. Greenland Areas 

The other four sites (Green1–4) were located approximately 30 km northeast of Sisimiut in the 

Kangerluarsuk Tulleq area, West Greenland (Figure 1), near the Sisimiut hydropower plant. In 

contrast with the Svalbard campaigns, the Greenland winter campaign was preceded by 15 mm of 

water equivalent snowfall, which, along with low speed winds (2 to 3 m s−1), resulted in much 

smoother and more featureless snow surface (Figure 2d,e). However, areas Green3 and Green4 were 
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subject to moderate winds on the night prior to the surveys, which produced light snow ripples on 

the surface. 

 

Figure 1. Location of the surveyed areas with the generated orthomosaics (both SDEMs and TDEMs). 

The dotted line overlapped in the TDEMs indicates the areal extent of the SDEMs. The orthophotos 

display the position of the ground control points (GCPs) distributed across the surface that were 

used for georeferencing each area. The co-ground control points (CGCPs) refer to the number of 

GCPs shared in the co-georeferencing process. Camera positions refer to the land-based Structure 

from Motion (SfM) mapping performed for some of the terrain topographies. The orthomosaics assist 

in providing visual information on the snow surface and terrain type.
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Table 1. Surveying conditions and general characteristics of the six surveyed areas. Two areas are located in Svalbard (Sval1 and Sval2) and four in Greenland (Green1–4). 

The physiography descriptors are summarized in the form of topography/terrain type. The influencing surveying conditions tested are listed in the form of luminance 

(light) conditions and snow surface type. SDEM and TDEM refer to snow and terrain DEMs, respectively. GCPs stands for the amount of ground control points used for 

georeferencing each surface. CGCPs stands for co-ground control points as the number of shared GCPs in the co-georeferencing process between snow and terrain 

topography. 

Area Name 
Coordinates  

(Lat/Lon in WGS 84) 

Survey Date  

(dd/mm/yyyy) 

Luminance 

Conditions 

Snow Surface 

Type 
Physiography Descriptors Number of GCPs 

CGCPs 

SDEM TDEM SDEM SDEM TDEM SDEM TDEM 

Sval1 
78°09′23″N 5/April/2

015 
6/July/2015 Overcast/Fair Sastrugi 

Horizontal but complex, irregular and variable surface 

with several bumps reliefs/Rock and ground debris 
11 10 7 

16°01′57″W 

Sval2 
78°09′34″N 9/April/2

015 
8/July/2015 Overcast 

Sastrugi and snow 

dusting 

Steep slope next to man-made road/Bare soil and rock 

debris 
3 7 2 

16°02′04″W 

Green1 
67°10′53″N 24/April/

2015 

28/July/201

5 
Fair Fresh and smooth 

Terrain ridge at edge of torrent/Rock debris and sparse 

low vegetation (5 to 15 cm) 
4 6 2 

53°14′07″W 

Green2 
67°06′56″N 25/April/

2015 

27/July/201

5 
Clear Sky 

Wind packed and 

smooth 

Steep slope/Soil and both low and thick vegetation (10 

to 30 cm) 
11 10 0 

53°19′19″W 

Green3 
67°10′35″N 25/April/

2015 

28/July/201

5 
Clear Sky 

Smooth with light 

snow ripples 
Highly heterogeneous and variable topography 

reliefs/Soil, boulders, rock debris, and low vegetation (5 

to 15 cm) 

10 

9 

2 
53°14′34″W 

Green4 
67°10′40″N 26/April/

2015 

28/July/201

5 
Fair/Clear Sky 

Sastrugi and light 

snow ripples 
7 2 

53°14′22″W 
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Green1 is a northwest-facing soil terrain ridge at the edge of a glacier torrent with some rock 

debris and sparse vegetation. In contrast, Green2 faces south and has moderately steep relief that is 

mostly characterized by thick (10 to 30 cm) vegetation-covered topography near the slope base 

(Figure 2f). Green3 and Green4 are two relatively big areas in close proximity on the side of a glacier 

valley with a highly heterogeneous topography consisting of soil, boulders of variable sizes (up to 4 

m), rock debris, and low vegetation (similar to Figure 2f). All surveys in Greenland were conducted 

on fair to sunny days with fast-moving clouds leading to variable lighting conditions (Figure 2d,e). 

The topographies of all areas are shown in the orthomosaics in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 2. (a) The minimal set-up during the image acquisition phase for area Sval1 in overcast/fair 

conditions. (b) Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) data acquisition phase using the JAVAD 

antenna and receiver for area Sval2. Overcast and sastrugi sculpted snow can be observed. (c) Snow 

depth probing on a GCP location for area Sval1 during overcast conditions. (d) Survey preparation 

for area Green1 during fair conditions on completely fresh and featureless smooth snow. (e) 

Featureless conditions of area Green2 in clear/fair sky. (f) Typical low vegetation shrubs (5 to 30 cm) 

found in Arctic regions. 

3. Materials and Methods 

During the winter surveys (SDEMs), two different low-cost experimental setups were tested 

comprising different payload and image quality parameters (e.g., weight, resolution, geometrical 

distortion, etc.). Hereafter we refer to these as the minimal and advanced set-ups, respectively. 

During the summer surveys (TDEMs), Sval1 site was investigated using UAS-borne SfM while Sval2 

and Green1–4 were surveyed using land-based SfM (pictures were taken from viewpoints 

overlooking the study site) due to a UAS failure. The land-based nature of the SfM generated terrain 

DEMs is not considered detrimental to this study objective as one of the primary goals is to 

demonstrate the capability of SfM to map different types of snow cover. 

The UAS, camera models, and lenses used for each surveyed area are summarized in Table 2. 

The entire methodology of the study is schematized in Figure 3. Relevant aspects for each step are 

described in this section along with the equipment/software used. 

3.1. UAS Set-Ups 

3.1.1. Minimal Set-Up 

For SDEM mapping of Sval1, Sval2 and Green1 we employed a Walkera X350 Pro quadcopter 

and a lightweight GoPro® Hero 3 (payload weight of 150 g in total) (seen in Figure 2a). The GoPro® 
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Hero 3 was the silver edition model with an 11 megapixel sensor (3840 × 2880 pixels). The camera is 

mounted on a motorized stabilization gimbal that allows changes to the viewing angle and dampens 

rotor-induced vibrations. 

GoPro® does not allow any customization of its settings and has a fixed lens and aperture with 

automatic ISO and shutter speed. The total weight of this UAS set-up is 1.5 kg and embodies the 

minimal equipment (~500 USD) necessary to perform aerial SfM. The flight durability is 15–20 min 

per standard LiPO battery. 

 

Figure 3. Schematization of the methodology performed for each surveyed area. The output box 

summarizes the overall total output of the study for all the surveyed areas. The tools/equipment used 

for each step are shown within the white boxes associated with each step. Although this outlines the 

equipment/software used in this study, several alternatives are available. SDEM and TDEM refer to 

both snow and terrain Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) respectively. GCP stands for the number of 

ground control points and GNSS for Global Navigation Satellite System. 

3.1.2. Advanced Set-Up 

Higher quality images benefit the SfM procedure and lead to a better end product. However, 

carrying a better and more tunable camera comes with a payload weight that likely requires an 

upgrade of the UAS. This means more overhead with equipment costs, flight endurance, 

regulations, and pilot certification (Appendix A). To investigate the relative value of using a more 

advanced UAS set-up, the snow-covered areas Green2, Green3, and Green4 were surveyed with a 

Nikon D3200 DSLR camera with a NIKKOR 18–55 mm lens (payload weight of 790 g in total), 

mounted on a DJI s900 hexacopter. The payload was mounted in a custom-built gimbal that 

dampens the rotors’ vibration and allows for tilting of the gimbal angle (Appendix B). The Nikon 

D3200 sensor has a resolution of 24.2 effective mega-pixels (6016 × 4000 pixels) and was triggered 

with a Polaroid intervalometer for setting the timing of image acquisition. The total weight of this 

UAS system was approximately 4.2 kg and cost around 1700 USD. In the current experiments, the 

Nikon D3200 lens focus was always set to infinity and the focal length was generally set around 18–

20 mm, which provided the widest footprint possible at a given altitude with the available lens. This 

represents a more complex high-end solution in terms of flying difficulty and camera set-up and 

flying times are noticeably reduced to 7–10 min compared to the minimal set-up. 
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Table 2. Summary of the equipment used for each mapped area and the relevant mapping parameters. SDEM and TDEM refer to both snow and terrain DEM, 

respectively. Automatic * refers to the fact that the GoPro® Hero 3 does not allow any customization of the settings. Variable* refers to the variable nature of the exposures 

selected during the land-based survey. Shooting distance refers to the approximate camera position distances during the land-based SfM surveys (analogue to flying 

altitude). Camera settings include focal length range used for each image sub-set, aperture, shutter speed, and ISO settings, respectively.  

Area Name 
UAS Set-Up or Land-Based Survey 

Average Flying Altitude Or Shooting 

Distance Range (m) 
Camera Settings Acquired Images 

SDEM TDEM SDEM TDEM SDEM TDEM SDEM TDEM 

Sval1 

Minimal set-up 

Advanced set-up 7 23 

2.77 mm  

f/2.8  

Automatic * 

18 mm 

909 194 
f/4.5 

1/3200 s 

200 

Sval2 

Land-based SfM 

with Nikon D3200 

8 2–10 
18–34 mm  

Variable * 
246 45 

Green1 7 300–350 
92–300 mm  

Variable * 
873 153 

Green2 

Advanced set-up 

11 300–500 

18 mm 

110–300 mm  

Variable * 
160 120 

f/8.0 

1/3200 s 

100 

Green3 20 

700–1500 

18 mm 

59–300 mm  

Variable * 

818 

89 
Green4 26 

f/18 

709 1/800 s 

100 
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The summer conditions mapping of Sval1 area used a custom-built octocopter together with the 

Nikon D3200 attached with the same gimbal used with the DJI s900. This UAS set-up cost around 

1000 USD, camera included. This set-up is considered analogous to the advanced set-up as camera 

and settings were unchanged. 

3.2. UAS Surveys 

The UAS surveys were performed in agreement with local regulations for each case. A brief 

overview of the regulations of flying UAS in the Arctic can be found in Appendix A. The initial aim 

was to acquire millimeter-scale resolution imagery so datasets can then be downscaled to the 

maximum practical point that yielded desirable spatial resolution from a snow variability context. 

The SDEM generation was divided into four chronological steps (Figure 3): (1) allocation of GCPs on 

the survey site, (2) UAS-borne image acquisition, (3) GNSS survey of the GCPs, and (4) manual snow 

depth probing. 

1. Allocation of GCPs. GCPs are required for georeferencing the reconstructed 3D model [22,23]. 

The GCPs were distributed across the surveyed area as widely as possible [32]. All GCPs had a 

distinctive mark on their surface to precisely pinpoint the GCP on the imagery. They consisted 

of hand-made targets (circular plates with a centered red-cross) and snow-free features (e.g., 

overlying boulders, rocks, and ground patches) during winter. During summer, GCPs consisted 

of easily identifiable marked rocks. Features on snow-free areas, termed co-ground control 

points (CGCPs), are selected in support of co-georeferencing the SDEMs with the TDEMs [26]. 

The number of GCPs and CGCPs for each area are listed in Table 1 and positions can be seen in 

Figure 1. GCPs were carefully deployed to keep the majority of the snow undisturbed. This 

limited the addition of unnatural features in the snow that could unfairly assist the SfM 

reconstruction [26]. 

2. UAS-borne image acquisition. With the aim of achieving millimeter-scale ground sample 

distance (GSD), the UAS flying parameters (altitude and speed) and the camera internal 

parameters (focal length and exposure) were set according to the local surveying characteristics 

(area extent and environment conditions shown in Table 2) using standard photogrammetric 

formulas (Appendix B). Millimeter-scale GSD is needed to ensure the downscaled (resampled) 

image resolution is sufficient to produce DEMs of the variable snow surfaces at the optimal 

scale. The guidelines and formulas for calculating typical UAS mapping parameters are found 

in Appendix B. The image acquisition frequency was set to 1 image per second. Once the 

cameras were configured for each surveyed area, the UAS was flown with a typical systematic 

mapping pattern with the camera directed orthogonal to the surface (Figure 2a and Appendix 

B). Additionally, as suggested by [33], a set of slightly oblique imagery is taken for each area by 

tilting the camera gimbals of ~ 20 degrees from vertical. With this setting, two additional flight 

transects were conducted for each area with the tilted camera pointing towards the center [33]. 

The ratio oblique/orthogonal imagery resulted to be around 0.2. Oblique imagery yields an 

increased ground footprint (Appendix B). Overall, this resulted in a high mean image overlap 

for the smaller areas mapped with the minimum set-up of Sval1 (>9 for SDEM), Sval2 (9) and 

Green1 (>9). Areas mapped with the advanced set-up resulted in a medium image overlap of 

Sval1 (8 for TDEM), Green2 (6), Green3 (8) and Green4 (7). The Nikon D3200 utilized the 

RAW-file format, i.e., non-compressed data from the camera sensor, which allowed a wider 

range of post-processing possibilities. The GoPro® Hero 3 compressed the images to JPEG-file 

format. 

3. GNSS survey of the GCPs. For the positioning of the GCPs and of a few additional snow depth 

samples (3 for area Sval2 and 1 for area Green4, taken post-survey), a static GNSS survey was 

carried out with a JAVAD Legacy receiver and a JAVAD RegAnt antenna (Figure 2b). The 

geometric center of the antenna was aligned with the center of the GCP marker (red cross 

midpoint). In cases of irregular topography, we took repeat measurements of the distance from 

the snow surface to the antenna measuring point and used the average for determining the 

antenna height. The static GNSS acquisition times ranged from 30 to 90 min with a 1 Hz 
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frequency. Satellites from both the GPS and the GLONASS systems are used in the positioning 

process. 

4. Snow depth survey. Snow depth was probed at the GCP and samples positions, repeated five 

times with a 3 m long avalanche probe marked with a cm scale (Figure 3c). The probing was 

initially performed directly below the mark of the circular red-crossed plates and thereafter 

four times around them to validate the snow depth measurement. Multiple measurements were 

needed to assess the presence of small ground irregularities under the snow cover. 

3.3. Land-Based Surveys 

Due to technical issues with the UAS platform, compounded by the remoteness of the area, 

Sval2 and Green1–4 were mapped during summer conditions as land-based SfM using the Nikon 

D3200 [23,34]. A NIKKOR 18–55 mm lens was used for Sval2 whereas a NIKKOR 55–300 mm was 

used for Green1–4. The procedure is analogous to the snow surveys excluding the snow depth 

survey. Images were acquired from higher-ground viewpoints on the valley sides opposite the study 

sites. 

The approximate shooting distance is specified in Table 2 and camera positions are shown in 

Figure 1. Camera positions from a greater distance require a higher zooming range to achieve 

comparable resolutions. A NIKKOR 55–300 mm telephoto zoom lens was used to achieve a pixel size 

comparable to the winter campaigns of Green1–4. The focal length throughout the image acquisition 

was kept constant when possible. When unavoidable, different image sets using the same focal 

length were acquired. These sets could be then be reconstructed as separate chunks and be merged 

together into Photoscan Pro [35]. 

3.4. Data Processing 

A five-step data processing workflow was performed for each of the surveyed areas(Figure 3): 

(1) snow imagery pre-processing (2) GNSS post-processing of GCP data, (3) Agisoft Photoscan Pro 

SDEMs and TDEMs generation [35], (4) snow depth calculation, and (5) error analysis and 

validation. 

3.4.1. Snow Imagery Pre-Processing 

Manual image pre-selection was done to remove blurred images. These images are often the 

result of wind-driven instabilities causing abrupt maneuvers or sudden changes in UAS altitude. 

The aim of the pre-processing phase was to explore the potential of image manipulation on the 

SDEM generation process and to enhance the photogrammetric reconstruction performance over 

typically featureless and homogenous snow surfaces. Pre-processing approaches for SfM have 

proven successful for improved 3D model reconstructions in other disciplines [31]. Another aim was 

to assess and correct the effects of systematic errors arising from DEM generation with nadiral 

and/or wide angle acquired imagery, in particular in this application where the subtraction of two 

UAS generated DEMs could introduce undesired effects [33]. The pre-processing solution was tested 

and implemented in two steps, (1) image content enhancement and (2) radial lens distortion 

correction. 

1. Content enhancement. Image contrast, defined as the difference in luminance (light) intensity 

between an image’s object and background [36], is central to feature tracking algorithms. This is 

because these algorithms extract features from the pixel radiometric intensity levels in an image 

area and compare them with adjacent ones [37]. An image histogram is a graphical 

representation of the intensity distribution in a digital image and plots the number of pixels per 

intensity value. A narrow histogram means that most pixels have similar intensities. For images 

where snow is the dominant element (around 95% of these Arctic winter datasets), the 

histogram is usually thin and bell-shaped because of the relatively narrow range of intensities. 

The aim was to set the histogram as centered as possible with an initial proper exposure 

correction. This allows the application of a high local contrast enhancement to the mid-tones of 
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the image, which increases the detail in the snow textures while conserving the global contrast in 

the image, thus preventing large-scale shadows and highlighting details. In other words, the 

process increases the contrast without reducing the dynamic range (defined as the range of light 

intensities from the darkest shadows to the brightest highlights). This results in a wider image 

histogram compared to the non-processed one and plays a similar role as traditional histogram 

stretching and equalization methods for enhancing features in image data [38]. Centering and 

spreading the histogram along the whole dynamic range means that more nuances in intensity 

values will be available for pattern recognition, improving the performance of the SfM 

framework. Traditional edge sharpening is also applied to enhance small-scale sastrugi and 

snow ripples. However, both contrast enhancement and sharpening can introduce undesired 

digital noise [39], so the effect of this noise on the reconstructed surfaces was carefully 

evaluated. The process was applied in batch mode for each area (characterized by the same 

camera settings and luminance). 

2. Radial lens distortion correction. The geometry of the camera lens accounts for some degree of 

distortion in the images [36,40]. Radial distortion particularly affects the geometry of the image 

and is accentuated as the focal length is reduced, thereafter having a direct impact in SfM 

reconstructions and generating non-linear deformations in the 3D models if the FOV angle is 

wide [40]. Recent studies show that systematic errors in topographic models derived from 

UAS-borne SfM surveys might arise in the photogrammetric reconstruction due to a 

combination of the near-parallel imaging collection pathways taken in traditional UAS mapping 

surveys, and an inaccurate correction of radial lens distortion [33]. A solution to this issue was 

investigated by testing two different approaches; the use of the freely available Agisoft Lens and 

the addition ‘striped’ oblique imagery over a small snow-covered surface generated from an 

imagery sub-set. 

The combination of these two pre-processing techniques was thoroughly tested for fifty image 

subsets comprising diverse types of snow surface type, illumination, camera type and image quality. 

For each test, the comparison between pre-processed and non-processed was made using the same 

Agisoft Photoscan Pro settings which were chosen depending on the photoset characteristics. The 

improvement was measured by observing the number of matches between image pairs, the number 

of sparse and dense point clouds density and changes in the number points selected with the 

projection error tool of Photoscan [35]. A range of different model building qualities were also 

tested. This process downscales the source images by a defined number of times on each side from 

low (to 12.5%) to high (no downscaling). These values were carefully evaluated considering the noise 

generated by clouds in the visual observations at both small (cm) and large (m) scale. Following the 

positive testing outcomes, both procedures were applied to all photosets. Details of such tests plus 

considerations for the image pre-processing workflow, including the effect of conserving high bit 

depth imagery by converting the RAW data to TIFF (12 bit) relative to the JPEG format (8 bit), can be 

found in Appendix C. 

3.4.2. GNSS Post-Processing of GCP Data 

The GNSS data of the GCPs was post-processed using the differential GNSS method [41]. The 

Svalbard Satellite Station (SvalSat) was used as the baseline for the Svalbard areas which were 

located approximately 5 km from the studied areas (78°13′45.9′′N 15°23′42.9′′E, WGS 84). For 

Greenland, the Sisimiut reference station, located approximately 29 km from the studied areas 

(66°56′06.8′′N 53°38′37.8′′W, WGS 84) was used as a baseline. The agencies in charge of the reference 

stations (Kongsberg Satellite Services and DTU Space) provided the precise location of their 

reference stations and the 24 h positioning data acquired for each of the surveyed days. The 

reference station data was accessed using the Hatanaka compression and decompression program, 

providing the RINEX files (data interchange format for raw satellite navigation system data). The 

GNSS data downloaded from the JAVAD receivers were also transformed to RINEX using jps2rin 

open-source software. The corrections were computed through the Leica Geo Office (LGO) software. 
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As provided by LGO, the static GNSS method with post-processed differential corrections achieved 

an average position and height better than 0.02 m depending on the area and survey region. 

3.4.3. SDEMs and TDEMs Generation in Agisoft Photoscan Pro 

Images in Photoscan can be aligned at low, medium, or high accuracy depending on the scale of 

features of interest to be reconstructed [35]. The selection of alignment accuracy depended on snow 

surface type, photoset image quality and required processing time. For low-quality images 

(characteristic of low light conditions and from the minimal set-up) and for smooth snow areas, 

medium accuracy is preferred due to the paucity of small-scale features to match and because 

reconstruction might be confounded by the associated digital noise. With better image quality from 

the advanced set-up, a high reconstruction quality is preferable. However, we found this to be 

redundant considering the small GSD of 0.001–0.004 m pixel−1 obtained and with low reconstruction 

quality still providing centimeter-scale GSD in the downscaled images. A high reconstruction quality 

is preferred for the summer areas to compensate for the poor camera positions of the land-based surveys. 

The processing time was noticeably reduced by the image pair preselection option (generic), 

which pre-matched image pairs with reduced matching constraints. The sparse clouds generated 

from the alignments were manually edited and filtered with Photoscan Pro built-in tools for 

removing evident outliers (cloud points detached from the overall reconstructed surface) and noise 

in the point clouds. The sparse clouds were georeferenced by manually identifying the GCP in the 

matched pictures and assigning them the coordinates from the GNSS post-processing. At this stage, 

also the natural CGCPs available and further identified (mainly common identifiable rocks), were 

used to co-georeference the winter and summer DEMs. Co-georeferencing consists of georeferencing 

both snow and terrain DEMs with common visible features of known precise location with the 

purpose of mitigating errors in the final snow depth estimation. These common recognizable points 

had been directly measured with the GNSS station at the ground level. The number of GCPs, and 

common GCPs (CGCPs) used for both the summer and winter DEMs are listed in Table 1. 

For the dense cloud reconstruction process, all areas were reconstructed at a low or medium 

reconstruction quality in Photoscan Pro because of the high computational costs. The reconstruction 

quality selection criteria were the same for the sparse reconstruction. Photoscan reconstruction 

quality affects the source imagery resolution by downsampling. For low, resolution is reduced eight 

times (to 12.5%) on each side reducing the imagery GSD. However, due to the millimeter GSDs 

photoset quality (Table 2), the image resolution still resulted in very detailed and accurate 

centimeter order geometry. Triangular meshes of the areas were finally generated from the dense 

clouds with a high polygon count using the standard proposed triangulation in Photoscan Pro and 

without any interpolation method. 

3.4.4. Snow Depth Retrieval 

For each of the studied areas, snow depth was derived by subtracting the underlying 

topography TDEM from the snow surface SDEM. The final square size of the output raster grid is 

made equal for both DEMs by choosing the lower resolution DEM (usually the terrain DEM due to 

the land-based surveys) as reference. 

3.4.5. Error Analysis and Quality Assessment of the Snow Depth Maps 

The produced DEMs are subject to two types of error: (i) a photogrammetric reconstruction 

error which depends on the overall quality of the photosets, and (ii) a georeferencing error 

influenced by the GNSS post-processing quality, the GCPs allocation and identification in the 

images, and the antenna height measurements. 

The quality of the photogrammetric 3D reconstruction was assessed based on the point cloud 

density and the output resolution of the DEMs, which are directly linked with the number of points 

that the SfM algorithm could match and thus indicates how well a surface was reconstructed. 

Attention was paid to visually inspecting the point cloud noise and to the correct representation of 
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snow surface cover at both small (e.g., reconstruction of sastrugi and snow ripples) and large scales 

(e.g., holes in the DEM and snow drift accumulation areas) by comparison with in situ imagery. The 

quality of each reconstructed 3D model is also assessed individually by using an indicator of the 

reconstruction uncertainty such as the difference between the reconstructed and measured position 

at the GCPs. This is quantified as the RMSE of the Euclidean distance between the reference 

coordinates of the GCPs to the corresponding estimated points in the reconstructed 3D model 

(provided by Photoscan). 

It is challenging to break down each component influencing the georeferencing error. However, 

the error of the GNSS post-processing is considered to be on the same order of magnitude as the 

GSD after the images were downsampled, and as the uncertainty inherent to the GCPs identification 

on the images. As snow depth is derived by subtracting the SDEM from the TDEM, the total error is 

the sum of both SDEM and TDEM error. The most straightforward validation approach is based on a 

comparison with the probed snow depths at the SDEMs GCP positions and at the few additional 

samples taken post survey (for Sval2 and Green4). These points will be termed validation points 

(VPs). We can then analyze the mean bias, RMSE and error distribution for these areas to provide an 

estimate of the uncertainty on the snow depth product over these points. As validation is biased 

around GCP positions [32], an additional validation is performed by comparing corresponding 

pixels of snow-free areas away from the GCP positions. Assuming no change in the terrain between 

the winter and summer campaign, the snow depth should equal zero for these areas. The snow-free 

areas are automatically selected as cells with a mean RGB value lower than 0.2 in the RGB 

orthomosaics. This simple threshold was chosen to be very conservative based on visual inspection 

of the snow-free areas for each orthomosaic. While with this threshold not all snow-free pixels are 

detected, it guarantees that shadowed (dark) snow pixels are not incorrectly selected as snow-free. 

This was visually verified.  

4. Results 

Here we present the TDEMs, SDEMs, and final snow depth retrieval for our surveys. Detailed 

results pertaining to the snow imagery pre-processing described in the materials and methods 

section are provided in Appendix C.  

4.1. SDEMs and TDEMs Reconstruction 

A total of 11 DEMs were generated from the winter and summer fieldwork campaigns. The 

total error, point cloud densities, output resolution, and other mapping parameters for each DEM 

are summarized in Table 3. 

Overall, with ad hoc image acquisition and image pre-processing, the SfM methodology was 

able to reconstruct different snow surfaces for both high and low light days and with different 

UAS/sensor systems. In all cases, centimeter-scale mapping was achieved (Table 3). For the 

Greenland sites, land-based surveyed TDEM depicts a lower quality than the UAS-based winter 

SDEM due to the limited points of view from which the survey could be performed. Nonetheless, it 

still achieved decimeter resolution (Table 3). 

Both light availability and snow surface type were found to play a role in the reconstruction 

quality. For example, without pre-processing, the minimal set-up was unable to map smooth areas 

and produced relatively rough point clouds compared to the smooth nature of that snow type 

(Appendix C). A decrease in point cloud densities was also observed for areas mapped with the 

advanced set-up as light availability decreased (Table 3). Lower achieved resolutions and 

reconstructions were observed for the SDEMs derived from the minimal set-up compared to the 

advanced set-up (Table 3). This is attributed to the less favorable conditions of smooth 

snow/overcast sky (Table 1) and the inferior quality of the sensor (extra noise), which required an 

inferior image quality reconstruction setting.  

The total error for the land-based SfM was higher compared to the UAS mapped areas due to 

the limited number of available camera positions (shown in Figure 2), which affected the geometry 
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reconstruction and the GCP identification in the images. Accordingly, the point cloud densities were 

also affected by the inferior quality of these surveys. 

4.2. Snow Depth Retrieval 

Snow depth maps produced for each of the studied areas are presented in Figure 4 along with 

the difference between probed (HSm) and estimated snow depth (HSUAS) at the VPs locations. The 

mapping resolutions achieved together with the snow depth validation statistics are presented in 

Table 4. Validation statistics include the average difference (or mean bias) and the RMSE between 

HSm and HSUAS. The results indicate an overall good performance for all the surveyed areas with 

results agreeing with relevant literature [27]. These results confirm the overall feasibility of the 

proposed low-cost method capture snow depth variability over different types of snow covers in the 

Arctic as compared to traditional methodologies. 

The outcomes of the additional validation method using snow free areas are shown in Figure 5 

as distribution histograms. The HSUAS estimates are expected to be mostly distributed around the 

zero values over the tracked dark pixels (normal distribution). Although not overly representative of 

the snow-covered areas, this test assists on quantifying the performance of the method further away 

from the GCPs and exposes the nature of the DEM bias (translated, rotated, or deformed) through 

comparison with the underlying topography. The sample size for each snow-free validation point 

corresponds to the snow surface DEM resolution for that area (Table 3). The number of samples for 

each study area is dependent on the resolution of the orthophoto, the number of snow-free areas, 

and orthophoto contrast characteristics.  

Centimeter-scale average difference was achieved at the VPs at Sval1 and Sval2 (Table 4). The 

snow-free validation is in agreement with these observations for both areas with an evident normal 

distribution (Figure 5). The snow-free control areas are positively characterized by a well-distributed 

network (Figure 1). Greenland areas provided centimeter to decimeter average difference and RMSE 

in the VPs (Table 4). However, the average difference increased slightly in comparison to the 

Svalbard areas. This is attributed to the land-based surveys of the underlying topography, which 

provided coarser and less accurate TDEMs for snow depth calculation. The snow-free VPs 

distributions for areas Green1, Green3 and Green4 (Figure 5) also presented a normal distribution 

centered near zero, although a skewed histogram is clearly observed with a slight HSUAS 

overestimation. This was attributed in part to the wrong surface interpolation around boulders 

edges surrounded by snow (example in Figure 2e). 

Table 3. Summary of the Photoscan reconstruction quality and details of analysis for all survey areas. 

Shown is the ground sample distance (GSD) for the acquired imagery and the final resolution of the 

Digital Elevation Models (DEMs). The total error represents the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of 

the Euclidean distance from the reference GCPs to the corresponding points estimated in the 3D 

model. SDEM and TDEM refer to snow and terrain, respectively. 

Area 

Name 

GSD (m pixel−1) 

Photoscan 

Reconstruction 

Quality (Dense) 

Points Cloud Density 

(Points m−2) 

DEMs Final 

Resolution (m) 

Total Error 

(RMSE) (m) 

SDEM TDEM SDEM TDEM SDEM TDEM SDEM TDEM SDEM TDEM 

Sval1 0.003 0.003 Medium Medium 1337.5 273.6 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.057 

Sval2 0.004 0.003 Medium Medium 801.5 301.1 0.04 0.09 0.044 0.054 

Green1 0.003 0.009 Medium High 1518.5 163.7 0.04 0.1 0.057 0.23 

Green2 0.001 0.006 Low High 4284.5 80.0 0.02 0.09 0.045 0.093 

Green3 0.003 
0.021 

Low High 4413.1 
133.2 

0.02 0.09 0.05 
0.086 

Green4 0.004 Low High 3867.8 0.03 0.09 0.04 

Vegetation cover was usually present in areas where an underestimation of HSUAS was observed 

(slightly negative, blue values in Figure 4). Green1, Green3, and Green4 presented zones associated 

with negative HSUAS, which coincide with the rise of grass vegetation. This resulted in an 

underestimation of approximately the observed grass height (5–15 cm). For area Green2, control 

trough VPs resulted, particularly around areas with thick vegetation such as the slope. This is 
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observable by comparing its error map (Figure 4) and the visible vegetation in Figure 1 orthomosaic 

and in Figure 2f. It is plausible that this led to the considerable underestimation of the HSUAS for 

these points. This possibility is also suggested by the Green2 snow-free validation histogram in 

Figure 5 that displays a clear bias towards negative HSUAS. It is also suspected that the lack of 

co-georeferencing for this area could have affected the results. 

 

Figure 4. Produced snow depth maps for all the surveyed areas, displayed over their underlying 

terrain reliefs. Maps were filtered from outliers outside the displayed color bar range (scattered and 

isolated pixels) for each specific map. The maps include the location of the validation points (VPs) 

that measured the difference between probed snow depth (HSm) and the estimated snow depth 

(HSUAS) locations in meters (m) (cross marks). This figure showcases the overall feasibility and 

performance of the proposed low-cost method to produce snow depth maps. It is noted that sectors 

distant from the GCP network are expected to be less representative of the actual snow depth due to 

inferior georeferencing. 

Difference between the individual DEMs total errors (Table 3) and the snow depth validation 

statistics (Table 4) confirms that the co-georeferencing plays an important role in mitigating the error 

on the estimated HSUAS by rendering the DEMs subtraction relative to their own reference system.  
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Table 4. Summary of the results corresponding to the estimated snow depth maps for all the 

different surveyed areas. Average difference between the measured snow depth HSm and the 

estimated snow depth HSUAS is calculated for the validation points (VPs). The standard deviation is 

in regards of the average difference between the VPs. RMSE refers to Root Mean Square Error 

between measured and estimated snow depth. 

Area Name 
Area Covered 

(m2) 

Snow Depth Map 

Resolution (m) 
VPs 

Average Difference 

𝑯𝑺𝒎 − 𝑯𝑺𝑼𝑨𝑺 (𝐦) 

Standard 

Deviation (m) 
RMSE 𝑯𝑺𝒎 −

𝑯𝑺𝑼𝑨𝑺 (𝐦) 

Sval1 6100 0.06 8 0.0379 0.0457 0.0594 

Sval2 1386 0.09 5 0.0156 0.0428 0.0456 

Green1 2738 0.1 4 0.0873 0.0985 0.1317 

Green2 2260 0.09 11 0.161 0.0928 0.1857 

Green3 38,410 0.09 9 0.038 0.0862 0.0943 

Green4 27,687 0.09 7 0.021 0.086 0.0887 

 

Figure 5. Results from the snow-free validation procedure over all the surveyed areas. The 

histograms represent the distribution of pixel samples of estimated snow depth (HSUAS) in snow-free 

areas providing an additional validation source. This assessment assesses the overall integrity of the 

SDEM models correct reconstruction through comparison with a different data source (the TDEMs) 

at common points away from the GCPs. Resolution refers to the pixel size of the sample in the SDEM 

orthophotos. Samples refer to the number of pixels extracted from the SDEM having an RGB mean 

inferior to 0.2 (associated with dark, snow-free pixels). 

5. Discussion 

5.1. Effect of Snow Surface Type, Light Conditions, and Image Quality 

Two limitations are known to affect SfM performance in a geoscience context, non-linear 

deformations and image texture dependence [20,21]. In our study, we countered the issue of 

non-linear deformation by ensuring accurate visual observations of the reconstructed snow surfaces, 

a targeted geometric image pre-processing and the implementation of the Photoscan built-in 

function optimization, which performed well with the accurate GCPs collected for this study [35]. In 

this work, we are primarily investigating the latter SfM caveat in relation to featureless surfaces, 

such as snow, that can be further affected by poor lighting conditions.  

Snow surface reconstruction was demonstrated to be successful for all tested cases employing 

two opposite extremes of imaging quality, the minimal and advanced set-up. We found image 

acquisition was critical because SfM performance relies heavily on the quality of the image 
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(Appendix B and C), especially when the subject lacks natural features for reconstruction or when 

contrast inducing luminance is lacking [23,24]. It is also optimal for the camera’s internal parameters 

(focal length, aperture, ISO, and shutter speed) to be set according to the camera’s capabilities, the 

snow surface type, and the actual luminance conditions depending on the aimed resolution (or GSD) 

and the UAS flying parameters (altitude and speed) (see Appendix B for more information). 

Nevertheless, both luminance and snow surface type were observed to have an impact in the 

SfM reconstruction of snow surfaces. The effect of luminance availability, as observed in the SDEM 

production (Table 3 and visual observations), was found to be more influential than the snow 

surface type for both camera set-ups. This is attributed not only to the lack of contrast and features in 

the images but also to the fact that, in combination with the faster shutter-speeds required for a 

moving platform, it can produce dark images characterized by increased noise, leading to incorrect 

surface interpolations or a complete lack of matched points (Appendix C). This was evident for the 

inferior optical performance of the minimal set-up. 

We can treat the minimal set-up as the “worst-case” scenario from a SfM and available 

equipment perspective. With the proposed image pre-processing, the set-up was nevertheless able to 

provide results in overcast conditions and/or over featureless snow. Such set-ups are extremely 

low-cost, lightweight, and easy to use. They are also capable of acquiring images in a dynamic 

manner characteristic of small action cameras. These are very useful assets for small surveys in 

remote Arctic areas where carrying volume, weight, and overall logistics are constraints. In addition, 

their low weight reduces regulation concerns (Appendix A). However, their inferior sensor size and 

fore-optics are limiting, requiring a lower altitude flight to achieve the same resolution as the 

advanced set-ups, and thus are not suited for mapping larger areas. They also involve a higher 

degree of digital noise, which in certain circumstances affects the fine-scale quality of the 

reconstructions and the application of the image pre-processing workflow (Appendix C). 

The advanced set-up is capable of flying at higher altitudes and mapping larger areas with 

improved cameras that provide better mapping outcomes through the photogrammetric formulas 

(Appendix B). However, one disadvantage is that the advanced set-up camera parameters need to be 

manually set accordingly to the survey circumstances (Appendix B). They are also considerably 

heavier, have reduced flight time, are more challenging to operate, and are subject to more 

regulations. 

The effect of the image pre-processing workflow was not as critical to the advanced set-up as 

for the minimal set-up (Appendix C). However, the extra matched points have an impact on the 

resolution of the final SDEM produced. The number of matching points is directly linked to point 

cloud densities and thus affects the spatial resolution of the DEMs and consequently the estimated 

snow depth. The spatial resolution might affect the uncertainty of the volume estimations, especially 

for complex underlying topographies where the snow depth can significantly vary at the micro-scale 

level. The spatial resolution results are even more important in a snow-sampling context, as 

observed in some other studies [19,42]. 

To achieve high-quality reconstruction quality, it is important that the UAS set-up (image 

quality) and flying parameters are optimized for the required areal coverage, the snow surface type 

and light conditions. In addition, the scale of features of interest that assists the surface 

reconstruction (e.g., sastrugi, ripples, and relief) should be higher than the expected digital noise. 

Otherwise, it will decrease the number of proper matches and produce noisy surfaces. As shown in 

the image pre-processing results (Appendix C), it is important to find a balance between the 

pre-processing enhancement intensity and Photoscan’s reconstruction quality, so that the effect of 

noise is minimized compared to the scale of the matched features. 

Future work is needed to investigate the further advantages of using RAW imagery by testing 

different sharpening and content enhancement approaches or the use of infrared photography to 

enhance snow features, as explored in other studies [26,43]. 

Although various surveying conditions were investigated in this study, extreme cases such as 

long-lasting polar nights experienced in higher-latitude Arctic locations might impede this 

methodology due to a lack of luminance. The period after the snow peak season is of great interest, 
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since its characterized by increased snow depth variability that continues through the subsequent 

melting season [11]. Nevertheless, low luminance winter measurements are increasingly required [1] 

and should be considered for future work. 

It is important to note that these conceptual tests were performed over relatively small areas 

(1386 to 38,410 m2) and flying at relatively low altitudes above ground (7 to 26 m), thus achieving 

very high GSDs (0.001 to 0.004 m pixel−1). However, the retrieved images were downscaled (between 

four to eight times) during the cloud reconstruction process. Theoretically, this suggests that using 

the same settings of the advanced set-up, for example, the flying altitude can be set to 150 m and 

achieve the same mapping parameters. Such a setting would allow a photographic footprint of 

24,704 m2 and still provide a GSD of 0.03 m pixel−1 based on normal photogrammetric formulas 

(Appendix B). Nevertheless, the drop in elevation accuracy associated with flying at higher altitudes 

needs to be considered and evaluated. The scalability of the proposed method would be an 

interesting aspect to consider for future studies as well. 

5.2. Effect of Underlying Topography 

Overall, snow depth variability was successfully captured over a range of simple, steep, and 

complex underlying topographies, and a combination of SfM approaches (land- and UAS-based). 

For small-scale areas, high-resolution estimates are needed when monitoring complex and highly 

variable underlying topographies, as shown in Figure 6. This is relevant in the Arctic as snow drift 

accumulation and sastrugi features are common and require improved resolutions for capturing 

their variability. In the produced snow depth maps, a high level of resolution can be seen in the 

capture of sastrugi features, footsteps, and leeside snow drift accumulation areas within SDEMs 

transects (Figure 6). 

Some errors arose in the land-based surveys due to the poor camera positions compared to an 

UAS survey (Figure 6). Shadowed areas caused by a low sun angle and terrain relief also 

downgraded the reconstruction performance in terms of point cloud noise (Figure 6c). In this 

context, it was also noticed how any unnatural features such as footsteps conversely assisted the 

reconstruction of these feature-less areas (not shown). Although the number of VP samples was very 

low, different slope inclinations correspondingly showed increased drift accumulation. These did 

not display any particular increase in error in relation to whether the VPs were located in steep or 

moderate slope areas (Figure 4). 

Surveys in the Arctic are characterized by a low solar zenith angle that creates positive shadows 

(patterns) for most surface irregularities. A recommendation for future surveys would be to collect 

the observations at the local solar noon. This would limit the noise generated by large-scale 

topography-induced shadows (Figure 6c), but maintain shadowing of small snow features (e.g., 

snow ripples), which generates contrasting patterns that aid in the reconstruction process. 

As previously discussed, a major limitation in relation to underlying topography arose from the 

vegetation cover, as shown for the Greenland areas. This was because of the inability of SfM to 

reconstruct the topography beneath the vegetation, resulting in a reconstructed surface above the 

height of the vegetation. Combining SfM with laser scanning has proven successful in mapping 

absolute terrain heights for low canopy closures [44], but as in this and previous studies, thick 

bushes still remain a problem [26]. One solution would be to survey the summertime terrain DEM 

with LiDAR systems and then repeatedly use the UAS-SfM method for the winter DEMs. The terrain 

DEM could then be reused in subsequent years if the underlying topography does not change in a 

significant way. Another option would be to classify the terrain orthophotos based on vegetation 

type and subtract average vegetation heights, even though additional error would arise due to the 

potential variability in vegetation heights. 

Land-based SfM can be used as an alternative when technical issues with UAS deployments are 

experienced, if suitable vantage points are available. However, it is considerably more 

labor-intensive and time-consuming, and ultimately the SfM reconstruction results are 

compromised due to the sub-optimal image perspective when compared to orthogonal imagery [35]. 

An additional drawback of land-based SfM is its inability to capture information behind obstructing 
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features (e.g., boulders) due to poor interpolation, as seen in area Green1, resulting in erroneous 

snow depth estimates (Figure 6). 

 

Figure 6. Snow depth transects across two exemplar cases of diverse underlying topographies are 

shown for both the advanced set-up on area Green1 (a) and for the minimal set-up on area Sval1 (b). 

The blue line represents the snow cover, the brown line the underlying topography. Panel (c) 

displays an example of topography induced shadow which introduces a Structure from Motion 

(SfM) error in the reconstruction. The arrow at the marked position in panel (b) indicates the location 

of this error. The arrow in panel (a) indicates instead the position of the reconstruction error 

associated with the land-based surveys’ poor camera positions. Overall, highly detailed features such 

as snow deposition on top of the boulders and small-scale footsteps are correctly represented. 

5.3. The Niche Role of Low-Cost UAS Platforms for Snow Depth Mapping in the Arctic 

The proposed snow mapping method is applicable for all the surveyed scenarios with the tested 

equipment. The average difference between measured and estimated snow depth ranged between 

0.015 m and 0.16 m, with the RMSE between 0.05 to 0.18 m. Although these statistics are based on a 

limited validation power (see validation caveats section), these values are comparable to LiDAR 

estimates, with reported RMSE of single DEMs as great as 0.1 m and accuracies of snow depth 

estimates of 0.15 m [21]. The spatial resolutions for our method ranged from 0.06 to 0.09 m, whereas 

for LiDAR airborne datasets are on the order of 1 m point spacing [21]. 

While the technical set-ups investigated in this study are theoretically capable of mapping 

considerably larger areal extents, this method is, however, not intended as a substitute for airborne 

LiDAR, which will always be more efficient at covering catchment-scale areas. This low-cost UAS 

method is instead intended as an easily applicable economic alternative to track snow depth in 

relatively small areas that require high spatial resolution and ease of repeatability. 

This low-cost and high-resolution methodology for mapping snow depth is applicable to many 

research and civil applications in the vast and sparsely populated Arctic, where observing power is 

limited [1]. Minimal set-ups (e.g., DJI Phantom® UASs and GoPro®) are nowadays extremely 

common and affordable. Beyond Arctic researchers requiring snow depth estimates across multiple 

disciplines, the demonstrated workflow can also assist local environmental and municipal entities. 

This use of consumer-grade equipment for scientific applications is also beneficial in terms of the 

cost, ease of handling, and ability to perform in extreme conditions. Other opportunities are also 
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foreseen through engagement in citizen science as individual use of these easily affordable solutions 

grows [40,45]. 

5.4. GCPs Limitation and Co-Georeferencing 

A limitation of our method is the time and manpower required to use GCPs for georeferencing 

the reconstructed 3D models. In addition, our survey sites benefitted from the availability of nearby 

reference stations whose presence is not guaranteed in the majority of remote Arctic locations. 

Nevertheless, other positioning techniques could be employed such as real-time kinematic (RTK) 

surveys with a local master station, for example. RTK is swifter compared to static GNSS surveys, 

and the rapid advancement of the technology is achieving comparable accuracies with less effort 

involved. 

Another interesting option is the use of on-board dual frequency GNSS receivers on the UAS 

sensor load that are capable of providing sensor position and orientation for each frame for direct 

sensor orientation (DSO) [46–48]. In DSO, the exterior orientation parameters for each image are 

computed by processing the on-board GNSS and the Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) data, thus 

bypassing the deployment and acquisition of GCPs. Such techniques are not yet capable of 

providing the same accuracy as GNSS positioning in static, ground-based surveys (centimeter to 

millimeter scale), but it is expected that these technological challenges will be surpassed in the future 

and GCPs will not be required anymore. 

Finally, our results confirm that co-georeferencing can provide improved snow depth 

estimates. Consequently, common visible points can be acquired only once and then repeatedly used 

for georeferencing the time-variable snow surfaces. GCP surveys would only need to be performed 

once for the area of interest. These points could be natural features or artificially placed markers 

(e.g., poles that stand above the snow surface) with precisely known positions distributed around 

the monitored area of interest. 

5.5. Validation Caveats 

The validation applied in this study is limited by (i) the relatively low number of VPs (a total of 

31 snow probed GCPs and samples on the SDEMs comprising a total cumulative area of 78,581 m2) 

and (ii) the fact that the accuracy has a biased improvement around the position of the GCPs. On the 

other hand, the produced DEMs gain reliability if the GCP network is dense and properly 

distributed, with the GCPs’ areal coverage being more important than the actual number of GCPs 

[32]. In our case, GCPs for most of the areas are relatively well distributed. Additionally, the 

snow-free validation provided extra information (Figure 5) on multiple points that were distant 

from the GCPs, as can be seen from the areas’ orthomosaics (Figure 1). Even though these are not 

representative for snow-covered areas, they indicate a coherent SDEM reconstruction in terms of 

rotation, translation, and deformation of the generated model relative to the true topography. 

Many studies have used several markers as GCPs or other features spread around the snow 

surface, e.g., poles and crosses, to manually measure snow depth [15]. Our study comprised a 

reduced number of displaced GCPs markers in comparison to other studies that employed a very 

dense validation network grid (e.g., [18]). It is suspected that such a grid and its allocation process in 

our case would have greatly assisted the SfM reconstruction by disturbance of the snow surface, as 

shown by [23]. One of our aims was to leave the snow surface undisturbed to test the known SfM 

limitations relating to the absence of texture and features. 

Although the use of fast-static or RTK survey techniques post UAS-survey could have provided 

the desired positioning accuracy given the scale of the spatial resolution achieved, the allocation of a 

large number of features would have compromised the snow surface. 

While this study does not claim to provide a full accuracy evaluation for the method, it 

demonstrates its capability to capture complex snow depth variability for a set of previously 

unexplored survey conditions, using extremely low-cost solutions and in a logistically challenging 

environment. Notwithstanding, uncertainties remain and further validation methods should be 

tested by comparison with other spatially significant methods such as LiDAR (e.g., [48]) or the 
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addition of non-invasive extra control points. The effect of increased flying altitudes on the 

performance of the proposed method should also be investigated. 

6. Conclusions 

Estimating snow depth distribution for small-scale areal extents in Arctic regions is of great 

importance for many applications ranging from scientific research to civil purposes. 

This study showcased a low-cost solution employing commonly available UASs and camera 

payloads to produce snow depth maps at high resolution for a variety of surveying conditions. The 

method was tested using two different UAS/payloads systems ranging from a minimal set-up (~500 

USD employing a GoPro® Action camera) to a more complex and advanced solution (~1700 USD 

employing a DSLR camera) (Table 2). While the set-ups differed in terms of ease of use, cost, and 

image quality, the photogrammetric considerations were similar. 

Six areas were mapped, two in Svalbard and four in Greenland, covering areal extents from 

1386 to 38,410 m2. Overall, through appropriate image pre-processing approaches, DEMs for 

varying, snow surfaces types (from smooth to sastrugi sculpted snow), mapped under different light 

conditions (from overcast to clear sky), could be properly reconstructed using both UAS systems 

even for the worst case scenario (overcast sky with the minimal set-up). Although not considered a 

comprehensive evaluation of accuracy, the average difference between UAS-estimated and 

measured snow depth, checked with conventional snow probing, ranged from 0.015 to 0.16 m. 

The resolutions of the snow depth maps ranged from 0.06 m to 0.01 m (Table 4) and were 

mostly limited by the inferior performance of the land-based surveys performed for some of the 

mapped snow underlying topographies. Based on theoretical photogrammetry formulas, the 

resolution can be further optimized depending on the desired output and equipment available to 

map greater areal extents, although inaccuracies associated with flying at higher altitudes would 

need to be evaluated. This study demonstrated the potential to overcome SfM limitations relating to 

featureless surfaces such as snow through the application of image pre-processing workflows and a 

proper image acquisition phase, which are ideally tuned for each specific circumstance. Image noise 

and the scale of the recognizable image features are key parameters to be considered when applying 

histogram stretching pre-processing techniques. 

The deployment of UASs in the Arctic is rapidly expanding due to the wide range of 

applications it offers for environmental and earth science research. Surveying polar environments is 

logistically challenging, requiring an extra degree of flexibility and ease of deployment when 

surveying highly variable surfaces like snow. The successful workflow outlined in this study 

provides important guidance for designing future surveys, with the specific direction dependent on 

desired outcome, available budget, and surveying conditions. 
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Appendix A. UAS Regulations in the Arctic 

The Arctic comprises several regions with varying regulations and it is essential for UAS 

operators to identify and understand the regulations applicable to their UAS type, survey purpose, 

and pilot qualifications. Information for each Arctic region (associated with each ruling country) and 

authority contact references can be found in [49]. While several restrictions apply for recreational 

purposes, scientific research benefits from increased flexibility. Generally, UASs may not be flown 

over or in the vicinity of military areas, airports, embassies, or prisons, except by permission from 

the local persons in charge. UAS model (multirotor or fixed-wing), weight, and vehicle visibility are 

key parameters when assessing legislation associated with the planned survey, which makes low 

weight such as in the minimal set-up preferable. All authorities request extreme caution be taken to 

avoid any environmental damage or wildlife disturbance. 

In Svalbard (under Norwegian regulations), flying UASs does not require a special permission 

from the government. Any flight activity using a UAS must, however, be in accordance with the 

general rules pursuant to the Svalbard Environmental Protection Act—Act of 15 June 2001 No. 79 

relating to the protection of the environment in Svalbard. The UAS must be clearly visible to the 

operator at all times so that full control of the model aircraft can be maintained and may only be 

flown during daylight hours with an altitude limit of 120 m above ground or water. UAS must 

remain 150 m from people, motor vehicles or buildings not controlled by the aircraft operator, except 

during take-off and landing.  

The UAS operational rules for Denmark and Greenland are found at BL 9–4 from January 2004, 

along with amendments AIC B 20/09 (on First Person View flight), AIC B 21/09 (on Frequencies), and 

AIC B 24/10 (on UAS). Restrictions tighten as the vehicle increases in weight. UASs weighing more 

than 7 kg require pilot certification, operational approval and set altitude limits. Large UAS 

(weighing between 25 and 150 kg) are prohibited. Foreign operators can obtain permissions if they 

are authorized in their country of origin and can meet all relevant Danish requirements. All classes 

of UAS are restricted to a 100 m altitude limit (above ground level). Exceptions to the various restrictions 

may be made for research operations and commercial operators upon request. 

Appendix B. SfM Mapping with UAS Platforms and Considerations for Snow-Covered Arctic 

Locations 

A UAS SfM survey is carried out by flying over the interested area and acquiring a set of 

overlapping pictures with a camera. Mission planning is a critical phase for successful DEM 

generation. It is optimal to have at least a degree of forward overlap (along the flight line) of 80% and 

side overlap of 60% between the images acquired through the flight route [35] (Figure A1). 

Given that the UAS is a moving platform, the camera’s time interval must be set to guarantee 

the image overlap. The image footprint represents the ground level area covered by the image and is 

an important factor to consider in order to plan the mission for optimal UAS SfM survey (Figure A1). 

The height and width of the photographic footprint can be calculated from the camera Field of View 

(FOV) and orientation, as seen in Figure A1 c, by using Equation (A1): 

𝐹𝑂𝑉𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ (ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡) = 2 × 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 (
𝑥𝑠 (𝑦𝑠)

2 × 𝑓
)  

 𝐹𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ = 𝐻𝑓 × [tan(𝛼 + 0.5 × 𝐹𝑂𝑉𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ) − tan(𝛼 − 0.5 × 𝐹𝑂𝑉𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ)]  

𝐹𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = 𝐻𝑓 × [tan(𝛽 + 0.5 × 𝐹𝑂𝑉ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡) − tan(𝛽 − 0.5 × 𝐹𝑂𝑉ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡)]  

𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑐 𝐹𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑎𝑛 𝑈𝐴𝑆 = 𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 × 𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ 

(A1) 

The resolution and accuracy of a DEM generated through SfM methodology relies on the ability 

of the image to detect the smallest feature possible, in other words on the spatial resolution of the 

imaging system used. If a centimeter-precision DEM is desired, the spatial resolution should be of 

the same order. A good way to measure the spatial resolution is the ground sample distance (GSD), 

which is the distance between pixel centers measured on the ground; the smaller the GSD, the better 
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the spatial resolution achieved, which leads to an increase in the number of visible details. Given a 

defined camera setting for image acquisition, the GSD is directly related to the UAV flight height 

and can be calculated from Equation (A2) [50]. GSD is the ground sample distance (cm pixel−1), Pixsize 

is the sensor pixel size (μm pixel−1), Hf is the flying altitude (m), and f is the camera focal length 

(mm); xs is the width of the camera sensor (mm), ys is the height of the camera sensor (mm), and α 

and β are the gimbal angles from the x and y axis, respectively (degrees). 

𝐺𝑆𝐷 =
𝑃𝑖𝑥𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 × 𝐻𝑓

𝑓
 (A2) 

Overall, all mapping parameters need to be considered when performing a UAS 

photogrammetric survey; the ground area to be covered by the mapping, the GSD (resolution of the 

mapping), the platform flying speed, the time interval between each frame acquisition, the camera’s 

internal and external parameters, and the flying altitude have to be calculated based on each 

scenario and desired outcomes. 

 

Figure A1. (a,b) Typical considerations for image acquisition when performing an UAS-SfM survey; 

(c) UAS flight parameters required to calculate the ground footprint covered by the camera’s Field of 

View (FOV), following Equation (A1). 

These photogrammetry elements of the survey have to meet the technical capabilities of the 

UAS itself. Different types of UASs and camera set-ups allow for a range of customization 

capabilities for mapping snow depth at the required scale. For example, in the case of multi-rotor 

UAVs, the maximum flying time is heavily dependent on the payload the vehicle is carrying, the 

type of batteries used, and the multi-rotor specifications. While detailing the technicalities of flying 

UAVs goes beyond the scope of this appendix, it can still be concluded that targeted mission 

planning is critical for these kinds of surveys. 

For UAS survey missions on snow it is important to recall the highly reflective nature of the 

snow surface. Therefore, special attention must be given to avoid overexposure of the images on 

clear sky days. This snow property is, however, taken as an advantage and allows a high shutter 

speed, which is extremely important to prevent blurred images caused by UAS movement and 

vibrations. Lower apertures are preferred (as long as there is no risk of underexposing snow-free 

areas of the image on overcast days) since not only do they provide sharper images and reduce 

optical aberration (or noise) but also enlarge the depth of field, reducing the risk of images being out 

of focus due to changes in the UAS elevation. High winds on low-luminance days might also 

compromise image quality since they require very high shutter speeds in order to cope with abrupt 

and fast movement. 

Various technical difficulties were encountered in the field, which is characteristic of mapping 

in high-latitude Arctic environments. GPS and compass navigation are compromised at high 

latitudes (due to magnetic field interference), reducing survey accuracy and increasing the risk of 

vehicle loss in long-range flying transects or fly away. This needs to be considered and properly 

pre-assessed depending on the location and survey/flight mode. It is recommended that pilots be 

prepared to perform the survey in manual mode. 
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Operating UAS in the field requires many spare components. In the Arctic specific supplies are 

probably not available nearby, which should be considered before any field campaign. Cold 

temperatures experienced (−20 to −30 °C) were a great limitation for LiPo battery life, reducing 

available flying by 85%. Our solution consisted of keeping the batteries thermally insulated prior to 

the survey (e.g., in inner layers of clothing) and having them wrapped in highly insulating material 

during the survey. This greatly reduced the battery life loss for both set-ups. 

Appendix C. Results of the Snow Imagery Pre-Processing 

The image pre-processing approach proposed in this study consisted of two steps, (1) image 

content enhancement and (2) radial lens distortion correction. Here the results of the outlined 

image-pre-processing tests are presented. 

1. Contrast enhancement 

The improvement that pre-processing brought to the SfM framework was qualitatively assessed 

by the number of valid matched points between overlapping image pairs among all the test subsets. 

Matched points are defined as the common points identified between images by the feature tracking 

algorithm [35]. Contrast enhancement over the tests performed increased the number of valid 

matched points from 10% to 105% depending on the tested image and the quality of the 

reconstruction selected. Both low and high reconstruction quality settings within Photoscan showed 

improvement in the number of matches (Figures A2 and A3). The increase on matched points 

depended on the native image exposure, image quality, image format used for pre-processing (JPEG 

or RAW), and intensity of enhancement. 

 

Figure A2. (a,b) Number of valid matches in an exemplar image from the advanced set-up with (a) 

and without (b) pre-processing using high-quality reconstruction setting in Photoscan. (c,d) Number 

of matches in another exemplar image from the advanced set-up with (c) and without pre-processing 

(d) using low-quality reconstruction setting in Photoscan. (e,f) Number of matches in minimal set-up 

with (e) and without (f) pre-processing using medium-quality reconstruction. Blue dots represent 

valid matched points between that image and overlapping image pairs. Gray dots refer to matched 

points that were not used in the DEM reconstruction process. This process was effective at increasing 

the number of matched points by between 10% and 105% depending on the image and quality of the 

reconstruction 
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The impact on the minimal set-up of areas Sval1, Sval2, and Green1 was less (between 20–40%) 

compared to the advanced set-up areas. Excessive image enhancement often resulted in more 

outliers and noisier reconstructions, particularly for sastrugi-sculpted snow on overcast days (Figure 

A4a,b). This is attributed to the matching of noise pixels generated from pre-processing poorly lit 

and high-frequency JPEG imagery instead of matching enhanced snow features. By setting a lower 

reconstruction quality in Photoscan (e.g., medium to low), the images are downsampled, reducing the 

effect of noise but also the number of matched points (Figure A4a–c). For smooth and featureless 

areas mapped with the minimal set-up, the content enhancement was, however, essential providing 

key matching points on previously undetected relief features, as seen for area Green1 (Figure A3). 

For the advanced set-up, content enhancement had mostly positive effects, providing extra 

matched points while maintaining accurate reconstructions (Figure A2a–d). The effects of the 

pre-processing were not as crucial as for the minimal set-up since areas were mapped under 

relatively positive conditions (clear fair sky and/or slightly sculpted snow) with improved sensor 

capabilities. Nonetheless, negative results were observed when content was overenhanced or 

oversharpened, resulting in a higher point count but noisier and inaccurate reconstructions due to 

generated pixel noise (Figure A4d–f). 

 

Figure A3. Sub-section of area Green1 characterized by a fresh and smooth snow surface under fair 

conditions and mapped using the minimal set-up. The figure illustrates the extremely positive effect 

of the proposed image pre-processing method for feature-less areas mapped with the minimal 

set-up. (a) Area reconstructed without applying the image pre-processing workflow (left) and an 

exemplar image with matched points from the area photoset (right). (b) Area reconstructed with the 

image pre-processing workflow (left) and an exemplar image with matched points from the area 

photoset (right). Points refers to the numbers of points in the generated dense point cloud 

2. Radial lens distortion correction 

The overall reconstructed geometry noticeably benefited from the radial lens distortion 

correction phase as can be seen from a small exemplar areal subset (Figure A5). The systematic error 

mentioned by [33] was evident when subtracting the same DEM with and without the application of 

each of these approaches. Significant differences were observed towards the edge of the DEM due to 
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radial distortion even for the best case scenario of the advanced set-up (Figure A5). The tested 

approaches such as the use of Agisoft Lens and the addition of oblique imagery greatly benefited the 

DEM accuracy, latter of which provided greatest improvement (Figure A5). To confirm the fidelity 

of the processed DEM compared to the non-processed, the Euclidean distance between different in 

situ points (e.g., rocks) at the edges was measured using the snow probe, confirming a better match 

than the processed one. Figure A3 also shows how fundamentally important the radial correction for 

the ultra-wide lens of the minimal set-up. This is seen as the relocation of the matched features 

across the image. Furthermore, Figure A5 shows the need to also correct such deformations in 

non-wide angle imagery, such as collected by the advanced set-up. 

 

Figure A4. The impact of the image pre-processing workflow on the dense point clouds for different 

image enhancement intensities. Top row (a–c) is for the minimal set-up in area Sval2 for a 

sastrugi-sculpted surface and overcast day and bottom row (d–f) is for the advanced set-up in area 

Green3 with a slightly ripple-marked smooth snow area under good light conditions. (a) The dense 

point cloud section without image pre-processing; (b) the negative effects produced by the poor 

quality of the image; (c) the positive effect of image pre-processing for this type of area after reducing 

the quality of the reconstruction; (d) the impact on the dense cloud without image pre-processing; (e) 

the negative effect of overenhancing images due to the generation of pixel noise; (f) enhancing image 

content in consideration of the scale of the mapped features results in an improved solution. “Points” 

refers to the numbers of points in the generated dense point cloud. Overall, the survey conditions 

need to be considered when enhancing snow images for snow surface reconstructions. 

3. Image format 

The RAW format of the Nikon D3200 allowed for a wide range of manipulation that maintained 

image quality and generated less noise. Furthermore, considering the importance of the dynamic 

range to the feature matching process, the TIFF format (accepted by Photoscan) was theoretically the 

best-suited format with a higher bit range. Images could also have been exported in TIFF format 

after pre-processing; however, this led to larger images and therefore longer computation times for 

the SfM reconstruction. On a test set of seven image pairs, using the TIFF format only increased the 

number of matched points across image pairs by 6–7% compared to the JPEG format. Thus JPEG was 
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preferred over the RAW format to speed up DEM generation, with some minor details lost in the 

compression process. 

 

Figure A5. Assessment of the proposed radial lens distortion correction performed over a small 

exemplar imagery sub-set from the advanced set-up. (a) Evidence of the systematic error present by 

subtracting the same generated DEM with and without the use of oblique imagery; (b) transect over 

image (a) showing the correction through addition of oblique imagery. In a similar fashion, (c,d) 

illustrates the minor improvement from correcting image distortion using radial correction software 

(Agisoft Lens). Both solutions were implemented across all photosets in the image pre-processing 

phase. 
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